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Sensors Applications, Volume 2John Wiley & Sons, 2001
Taken as a whole, this series covers all major fields of application for commercial sensors, as well as their manufacturing techniques and major types. As such the series does not treat bulk sensors, but rather places strong emphasis on microsensors, microsystems and integrated electronic sensor packages. Each of the individual volumes is tailored...
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Managing Security Overseas: Protecting Employees and Assets in Volatile RegionsAuerbach Publications, 2009
Written by a Certified Protection Professional (CPP), Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE), and FBI recognized subject matter expert, Managing Security Overseas: Protecting Employees and Assets in Volatile Regions details the dos and don’ts of protecting people and assets in hostile global settings. The author, Scott Alan Ast,...
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Platelet Glycoprotein IIb/IIIa Inhibitors in Cardiovascular Disease (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2003

	This substantially revised second edition contains new chapters on the role of GPIIb/IIIa blockade during acute coronary syndromes or with fibrinolytic therapy during acute myocardial infarctions, and updated and expanded information on the latest trials of GP IIb/IIIa inhibition during percutaneous coronary intervention. Additional...
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Pediatric Emergency Medicine Companion HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 1998


	This handbook accompanies the first edition of our text Pediatric

	Emergency Medicine: A Comprehensive Study Guide. The purpose

	of the handbook is to provide an on-the-spot summary of the

	clinical problem for the student, resident, or clinician. The handbook

	does not replace the text. Rather, it addresses the need for

	a more...
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Troubleshooting Linux(R) FirewallsAddison Wesley, 2004
When something goes wrong with your Linux firewall, you need to fix itright now. You don't have time for endless newsgroup searches, confusing man pages, emails to the developers... it's an emergency! One book brings together all the step-by-step solutions and proven problem-solving techniques you'll need when the time comes:...
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Pedestrian Dynamics: Feedback Control of Crowd Evacuation (Understanding Complex Systems)Springer, 2008


	The importance of controlling pedestrian flow especially during emergencies

	is being understood by researchers to be a very important

	research area. Currently, the use of static emergency routes is not

	efficient, since during emergencies, the preferred routes might be congested,

	or worse yet might not even exist. Hence, it is...
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A Comprehensive Evaluation on Emergency Response in China: The Case of Pandemic Influenza (H1N1) 2009 (Research Series on the Chinese Dream and China’s Development Path)Springer, 2018

	This book is a third-party evaluation of H1N1 prevention and control effects in China. Based on the characteristic of H1N1 pandemic around the world and current public health management system in China, this book evaluates the comprehensive effects by considering the countermeasures, joint prevent and control mechanism operated by central and...
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Agile Business Rule Development: Process, Architecture, and JRules ExamplesSpringer, 2011

	According to Wordnet, a rule is “a principle or condition that customarily
	governs behavior” or “a prescribed guide for conduct or action.” Businesses, and
	organizations in general, operate under a number of rules: rules about what services
	to offer and to whom; rules about how much to charge for those services;...
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GIS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
GIS (geographic information system) is a totally cool technology that has been called “geography on steroids.” GIS is what lets you see the schools in your neighborhood or tells you where the nearest McDonald’s is. GIS For Dummies tells you all about mapping terminology and digital mapping, how to locate geographic...
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Emergency Radiology: Imaging and InterventionSpringer, 2006

	This book offers a comprehensive review on the last development in the management and the treatment of acute and life-threatening conditions. Written by leading experts in the field, this book will help the clinician to understand the clinical problems and to select the methodological and technical options that will ensure prompt and...
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Emergency Psychiatry (Cambridge Medicine)Cambridge University Press, 2013

	Many healthcare providers based in primary care, emergency care or other acute care environments encounter patients with psychiatric problems. These presentations can be difficult to manage and often pose significant challenges. A better understanding of most common psychiatric problems can greatly aid both providers and patients. Emergency...
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Rosen and Barkin's 5-Minute Emergency Medicine ConsultLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
This best-selling emergency department reference is now in its thoroughly updated Third Edition. The foremost authorities provide practical information on over 600 clinical problems in a fast-access two-page outlineformat that's perfect for on-the-spot consultation. Coverage of each disorder includes clinical presentation, pre-hospital, diagnosis,...
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